11-03-2012 Argentina – Maximilian Montozzi – LEO PSD Trapped

Maximilian Montozzi

Aged 37, Buenos Aries Province police diver, one of a team searching the Roggero Dam in Moreno on Monday for the bodies of two young men who disappeared the previous Saturday 3rd (presumed drowned, both bodies were subsequently recovered). Went missing during the morning, his lifeless body was recovered from a few metres away from where he disappeared in the afternoon. Reported swept away by strong current and trapped on a grill, drowned. His brother Marcos, also a policeman, had also died in the line of duty. Noticias Argentinas
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A rescue diver drowned yesterday while attempting to retrieve the bodies of two men who had been swimming in the Roggero dam in the Buenos Aires province neighbourhood of Moreno last Saturday.